The leadership program helps students build their leadership traits throughout different activities. The main traits it focuses on are setting goals (personal as well as project-related), perseverance to realize those goals and manifesting all the necessary AHHA skills to form a role model for other students.

Subject #5 of the 2.5 Year Boarding Program

Teaching

During the 3rd and 5th semester of the boarding program, students learn how to teach our curriculums in one of our district centers. Teaching is a great way to learn leadership since trainee-teachers need to think about how they can help their students achieve their objectives. Trainee-teachers are also role-models for their students, and therefore need to strive to live by higher moral standards.

Responsibilities & Projects

Right from the first day in AHHA, students are given small responsibilities to develop leadership traits. Whereas they start with small projects like being a class-monitor or being in charge of a specific area for cleaning, they gradually get more difficult responsibilities like being a school captain, a kitchen manager, a manager in one of our district centers, or a supervisor role. All these help build them into leaders.